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Abstract: Distributed teams play a significant role in Customer Relationship management. Using high-tech
tools, especially for making intelligent connectivity between teams and team members is essential decision in
current era. Using appropriate connecting tools is a critical issue to support team connectivity. Based on
variety of available tools, Selecting, customizing, and developing a set of connecting tools are complicated
issue.
This paper provides some important criteria for choosing distributed team connecting tools to support
customer relationship management approaches. Easy to use, hard to misuse, reliable, maintainable, and
reasonable price could be assumed as most important criteria, which are described in this article. System
Integration as a product of using appropriate tools within suitable approach is discussed.
Keywords: Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Distributed team, Connectivity, Connecting tools
criteria, High-tech connecting tools.

1. Introduction
From Customer Relationship Managerial (CRM) perspective, choosing an appropriate tool for
distributed teams is as important as distribution of jobs and data [1]. Leede et al. [2] have mentioned
important factors in the formation of virtual teams such as team characteristics, communication patterns, and
information sharing and processing. Although many researchers have worked on some aspects of
connectivity tools, there are no integrated known applicable criteria as an applicable guideline in the real
world.
It is crystal clear that each of choosing tools factors indicates a criterion for choosing tools, which can
satisfy that factor. Distributed systems share some tasks. As Tavana and Kennedy [3] say," the utilized tools
must satisfy the minimum criteria otherwise they will not be fruitful and will be a threat by themselves that
can be called disorganization.”

2. Five applicable criteria for Team Distributed Connecting Tools (TDCT)
Using the professional high-skilled distributed teams facilitates CRM approaches. The features of TDCT
criteria usually have root in the nature of teams. Connection between the members of a large team following
the tracks of smugglers has been made via wireless and embedded boards. Each of them must apply a certain
encryption mechanism to hide itself. It is disclosed and millions of dollars will be wasted. It is different from
having connection with teams in a building which can even be done through manual forms. Figure 1 shows
the proposed CRM-related criteria for any connecting tools using for distributed teams connectivity.

2.1.

Easy to use
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An im
mportant featuure that thesse tools musst have is eaase of use. It is neitherr deniable nor
n merely a
criterion. Sometimes
S
thhey seem sim
mple but theyy lower the efficiency.
e
S it is imporrtant to reach
So
h a trade-offf
among criteeria. Anothher importantt factor is thhat how mu
uch a user caan increase the efficienccy of a tooll
through hiss expertise inn using two similar toolls. Thereforre, individuaals' attitude is only one principle inn
utilizing eassy to use tools [4].

Fig. 1:
1 Five Appliccable CRM-Reelated Criteriaa for DTCT.

2.2.

Hard to misusee

As mucch as makingg connection among the members
m
of a team is vittal, being haccked, cross link,
l
leakagee
of informattion is harm
mful to the teeam and its productivity
y, quality, and
a security [5]. It is saaid to be ann
appropriate tool which can keep thhe system safe from abu
uses whether from insidee or outside the team, att
different layyers of securrity[6].

2.3.

Extrremely reliaable

Reliabillity means thhat the systeem is alwayss error free. Various situuations suchh as supporteed protocols,,
and softwarre response time,
t
etc. muust be clearlly defined. It must alsoo be certain tthat no errorr happens inn
such situatioons [7].

2.4.

Maiintainable

A tool must
m be capable of beingg easily rem
moved of prob
blems. The modified veersions mustt be easily att
hand and cuustomized. Otherwise,
O
it is not reliabble. Only onee error in onlly one team is likely to happen
h
and itt
is not unlikeely to use moodern technoologies.

2.5.

Reassonable priice

It must be economiccal. There iss a price to anny tool. If th
he connectionn tool is so eexpensive thaat the projectt
will not bee economicall to be donee, it can havve an overh
head, which exceeds thee performancce. Modernn
budgeting isssues usuallyy indicate thee reasonable price and co
ost of a tool [8].
[

3. Link to
t Integraated Systeems
Figure 2 provides a pictorial view
v
of aforementioned
d criteria in form of cauuse and effeect fishbonee
diagram. Apart
A
from thhe type of thhe tool which is used in connecting distributed tteams, added
d knowledgee
must be useed in an integgrated intelliigent environnment [9].When classes of
o each know
wledge or ex
xperience aree
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known, then the inconsistency will be minimized. Appropriate coding is another tool. If team members are
aware of the process in the team, they can regularly correct themselves. Therefore, appropriate tool is only
one factor. Protocol, appropriate charter, and loyalty to them and advanced culture are among others
[10].Providing a trade-off between aforementioned criteria is a critical issue that likely provides the system
more integrated.

Fig. 2: Fishbone diagram for TDCT five criteria and their sub-fields.

4. Conclusion
Ignoring appropriate tools in making continuous connection among distributed teams will practically
turn the opportunity economy of time and costs into the threat chaos in CRM systems. As the IT processes
are increasing, it is recommended that we express features and criteria in choosing appropriate tools in any
connection or support rather than define and recommend a certain tool. Such criteria can provide appropriate
tools and minimize the use of already existing ones.
Important criteria in tools of connecting distributed teams can be discussed in different classes. The most
important one is its security, efficiency, speed, and finally high reliability. Yet if they are not applicable
appropriately, they will be of no practical use. Therefore the objectives will be in blatant conflict.
Approaching an objective will lead to discarding others. Through principle criteria a tradeoff among the
objectives can be achieved. It should be noted that tradeoff is different from balance, i.e. some will be
overlooked in favor of some others. Designing a comprehensive solution, which can consistently check the
used or recommended tools through the said criteria, will be the action plan for observing the said criteria.
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